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Attempting to sum up this past season in a short article is simply impossible. A global pandemic resulting in a facility closure, a countless
number of changes to what we
know as normal, and all during a
year with new management, a new
Head Professional, a new Food
and Beverage provider, and most
recently, a new golf course Super.
Through all the setbacks and difficult decisions, I will look back on
this year as an absolute success.
There’s something to be said for
what Glacier Greens Golf Club
became to its members over the
past year. Regardless of the doom
and gloom that existed beyond the
fences of Glacier Greens, I want to
congratulate all of you for making Glacier Greens more than just a golf course. Glacier Greens became a safe escape from it all. Your ability to adjust and adapt to the fluidity of the situation was the
single most important piece of our success.
I want to thank all the staff at Glacier Greens Golf Club for continuing to provide a functioning golf
facility all season long, despite the many challenges that existed. Jesse, Nadine, and all the staff at
Circle Square Golf were our “front-line workers” that powered through each day with positive attitudes. The past season would have turned out much differently without the dedication of Jesse and
his team!

My golf game is
so bad, I had to
have my ball
retriever
re-gripped!

The future for Glacier Greens continues to be bright. An extremely healthy membership base, continued investment into the golf course conditioning and infrastructure, a refreshing improvement to
our food and beverage service levels, and most importantly, the preservation of our fun, inclusive,
and vibrant club culture.
The season ahead will most certainly contain some of the protocols we experienced last year, however, I remain optimistic that we will gradually return to normal. We have only begun to tap into the
endless potential of Glacier Greens, and as we continue to improve and enhance the club, it really is
a great time to be a member of Glacier Greens Golf Club.
Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity to ask all members to be a positive influence on the culture at the club, be respectful of one another, be respectful of our golf course, and remember that any
issues that may arise, or any setback we encounter along the way, we will solve it, tackle it, and
move forward taking each day in stride. If you have been a member for over 20 years or if you are a
new member, you are a part of what makes Glacier Greens one of the best golf clubs on Vancouver
Island.
Onward!
Michael Newton
General Manager, Golf and Operations
Glacier Greens Golf Club

Editor’s Note: Submissions from all life forms for GGGC Newsletter are welcome. Please send email thru the course manager
at manager@glaciergreens.com. Also, feel free to contact any of the Advisory Committee members whose info can be
found at the website www.glaciergreens.com. Feedback is always good!

Members’ Corner - Managing Your Pace of Play
Never mind honours, just go ahead of those who are not ready to hit. Waiting to hit your turn is an antiquated golf
etiquette and have been removed from a handful of unwritten rules in stroke play golf. Let’s face it, you are playing a sport and not shopping at Walmart. See ball, hit ball – it is that simple. Taking too much time choosing a
club…why? Get a feel for the conditions, not difficult especially a course you only played hundreds of times.
Brooks Koepka, who hates slow play, claims it takes him less than 15 seconds to hit a shot (just don’t pair him
with J.B. Holmes...lol). Over thinking a shot is a common habit which often leads to poor execution anyway.
Ready golf is just one aspect of managing your pace of play. You do not have to rush, just be deliberate and
mindful of your pace. Have situational awareness and focus on executing your next shot before it is your turn.
Too much chit-chat when you are already a hole behind the group ahead does not help either. It only takes one
player to slow down a group. If you are that player, perhaps it is time to assess on how you manage your pace of
play. Not that anyone at Glacier Greens is that player… I can hear Mr. Debolt coughing to the sound of BS.
R&A and USGA have addressed the issue of slow play and have even implemented some rules to improve pace
of play - the problem has gotten so serious they have imposed fines and/or penalty strokes. Most notable change
is to encourage players adopt the ready golf mentality. Remember though that it is still common courtesy to let
your playing partner know you’re hitting ahead - especially on tee after they just birdied the previous hole.
Although measures were taken to speed up the game, the onus is still on each player to manage their game to a
reasonable pace. A few common habits that should also be noted are:

Stay within one shot of the group in front of you (there are exceptions i.e., foursome behind a twosome).

Hit your ball first before helping someone else look for theirs.

Mark your score on the next tee, not on the green.

Read putts while waiting for your turn and hole out when possible.

When on the green, place your bag or cart between green and next tee.
Admittedly, some golf shots do merit some strategic thought, which unfortunately is enough to amplify slow play.
Not to mention the slightest of distractions which can further make one back off and restart their already long
pre-shot routine...uggh!!! Enjoy the game and have fun playing but be considerate to other golfers and play at
the preferred pace. It benefits, not just your playing partners, but the group behind you and the ones behind
them and so on...avoid causing the dreaded domino effect. Keep in mind that finishing an 18-hole golf round in
about four hours (for a foursome) is only a guideline, NOT an entitlement.
Until next time...please post your score right after each round (hole by hole preferably). Be safe out there!
AC the Club C

“Golf is a game
in which you yell
‘fore’, shoot six,
and write down
five.”
Paul Harvey

Took a while to figure out where this was...but this scene from hole #16 was
taken on the spring of 2020. Very nice. Can’t wait for spring 2021!!
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Know Your Max Score: Net Double Bogey
As pointed out by John Gordon on the article found in the
Golf Canada website, Golf Canada Score Centre will do all
the calculations, your sole responsibility is post your score.
And if you enter your score hole by hole (which is highly recommended), adjusted net score will be done for you—no
math needed!!!
If you choose to post just your total score and make the adjustments yourself, remember the maximum score allowed
on any given hole is net double bogey. What is Net Double
Bogey you ask?
There are formulas developed by very smart people and all
the average golfer need to know is that a net par is a score
equal to the par of a hole adjusted for any handicap strokes
applied on that hole. Knowing your net score is important as
all players in golf do not play at the same level. Some have a
weaker skill set, while others have a stronger skill set. The
concept of handicap was started to even out the playing
field. Ergo, a net double bogey is a score equal to the par of
a hole plus two strokes and adjusted for any handicap
strokes applied on that hole (par+2+hcp). A net double bogey is a player’s maximum hole score for handicap purposes. If you really want to get into the weeds of how this is calculated, then go to the site: https://golfcanada.ca/handicapping/#rules-of-handicapping under Rules 5 and 6.
Every golfer should know what their maximum allotted score should be at any given hole, hence the handicap (or
stroke index) of each hole is laid out for you on the scorecard.
For example: Hole #6 par 5 at Glacier Greens is the number one hcp hole. A golfer with a course hcp of 1 to 18
would get a max score of 8 or net double bogey (par+2+1), however a golfer with course hcp of 19 to 36 would
get a max of 9 (par+2+2) and hcp 37 to 54 with max score of 10 (par+2+3). Yes, the maximum hcp under the WHS
is 54, which has increased from previous. Goes without saying that the net score varies on each hole in relation to
one’s hcp. Golfers with plus hcps on the other hand, subtracts strokes starting with the highest hcp holes.
For those who do not have a handicap yet, you have to post 54 holes (any combination of 18 or 9 hole rounds) to
get started. Meanwhile, your max score for each hole would be par+5 until your handicap is established.
Pop quiz: Bill and Ted have handicaps of 11 and 20
respectively. What would their respective net double bogey be on hole #12 par 3 at GGGC? Hint: hole
#12 has the highest stroke index on the course.
I know majority of the members already know what
net score is, however the sport is growing and since
this is a pandemic-friendly sport, more people are
taking up this outdoor activity. We aim to spread
awareness to new golfers and/or the novice players.
The new World Handicap System is a universal tool
that every golfer should be familiar with.

Frozen hole #15. How winter golf
should be played IMO!
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Until next time...please post your scores right after
each round (hole by hole preferably). Be safe out
there!
Al Cabilan
GGGC Club Captain
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Red’s Place Open for Take Out
With the daytime temperatures warming and the days getting
longer, the golf course is most certainly getting busier. We
are happy to announce that as of this coming Thursday February, 25th, 2021, a take out food and beverage option will be available to all patrons. Please see below
for specific details of this service.
Where?
A take out window will be setup on the back patio of the Social
Center as shown in the photo above. Please excuse the current
state of the patio, it has not had it's spring clean yet.
What?
A limited take out menu can be found by clicking the button
below. Menu and drink options will also be posted at the window and in the Proshop.
When?
Wednesday through Sunday 11am-3pm.
What do you need to know?

This is take out only (no seating of any kind available)

Orders can be placed over the phone, or in person at the
window. Call 250-339-8163 or 250-207-0226

All patrons and staff are to wear a mask at all times,
please do not come to the window without a mask, as you
will not be served.

Sanitizer will be available, please use it upon arrival to
the window.

Customers will also be required to fill out contact tracing information.

Patrons loitering around the window and patio area will be asked to leave immediately.
The overall goal of the take out window is to
provide a food and beverage option for golfers
as we continue to navigate golfing in a pandemic, while abiding by the Provincial regulations in place for everyone's safety. It is
strongly recommended that you order ahead
to ensure that the transaction time is minimal at
the window.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any
questions regarding the above. With my office
currently under renovation, my phone is not
working, so email is the most reliable option.
Michael Newton
General Manager
Glacier Greens Golf Club
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News from the Pro Shop (Circle Square Golf)
Hello Members,
Yeah! 2021 is here! And an exciting year it is. Everyone deserves some inspiration and some shiny new opportunities to
look forward to. Circle Square Golf would like to thank you all
for your patience, great attitude and friendly support through
the pro shop last year. All the COVID-19 regulations and safety procedures may still be here, but our love of golf still grows
and so do our friendships at Glacier Greens Golf Course.
We would also like to welcome a new member of our team,
Nicholas Crookall, our new Assistant Professional, who has
joined us from Bear Mountain Golf Club in Victoria. Some of
you may remember him from a few years ago when he
worked here for a season. He brings good teaching and club
fitting experience and cannot wait to play some golf with you.
This year you can look forward to lots of new product in the
shop. We are carrying Ping, Titleist, Cobra, Srixon, Cleveland and Tour Edge for golf equipment and we
have demos for all product which you are welcome to try. We are waiting for our Trackman to arrive so we can
start using it for detailed fitting and it will be a great addition to lesson programs as well. The Trackman will
bring the PGA tools and experience to Glacier Greens.
The fashion in the shop will be fresh too and as Jess is a hat fan, there will be lots of headwear to choose from.
Sports accessories are hot this season, so if you have a favorite team, be sure to let the shop know. We are open
to hearing all your needs and wishes in the shop, so please keep us informed.
We are excited to enjoy this great year ahead with you! Long drives, fairways and birdies galore!
Jesse Moussa and the Circle Square Golf Staff

Golf Trivia
1. What is Lee Trevino's

nickname?

2. What is the amateur's

8. Which famous American

played his last British Open
in 1995?

equivalent of the Ryder
Cup?

9. Where is the 'home of

3. What name did Jack Nick-

10. What is the women's

laus give to his own golf
course in honour of his favourite British course?

golf'?

equivalent of the Ryder
Cup?

4. What nationality is golfer

Vijay Singh?

5. Where was the first-ever

US Open played in 1895?

Answers:

6. Which American played in

7. Which British golfer won

the British Open in 1969?
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1. Supermex 2. Walker Cup
3. Muirfield 4. Fijian
5. Newport, Rhode Island
6. Ben Hogan 7. Tony Jacklin
8. Arnold Palmer
9. St. Andrews 10. Curtis
Cup

the British Open only once
and won it?
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